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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on three broad categories of a turn of the century farming collection
containing more than 40,000 total items. The three categories examined in this study include:
wrenches, spark plugs, and corn huskers. Within each category, judgmental samples were
selected to reflect the variation present in the collection. Repeated interviews with the
collection’s owner, utilization of collector’s guides, and historical documentation has yielded a
comprehensive explanation of the enormous variation present in these artifacts. This variation is
based upon a number of factors which includes: change over time, individual use, differing
functions within an artifact type, and added variation in pursuit of a patent. Due to the increasing
age of the majority of these collectors, such investigations should be an immediate concern
before an entire generation of knowledge is essentially lost.
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INTRODUCTION
In terms of interest in the past, both the collector of historical artifacts and the archaeologist
occupy the same end of the spectrum. Both show an entrenched and constant interest in the past
and utilize elements of past material culture to explore this interest. Each frequently takes what is
likely akin to delight in examining an object that has not been seen nor heard of for perhaps
hundreds of years. These items reveal something about the years that have gone by and we can
use them to tell stories. From these stories, we learn something about the past activities and
practices of people and thus learn something about ourselves. It is difficult to give voice to a
connection that is likely different for each that experience it, but the fact remains that there is the
foundation of a connection to the past within both groups.
Now, even with such a commonality between the two groups, collectors and
archaeologists can either find themselves as close allies who work with each other towards a
common goal or as seemingly bitter rivals, as each competes to understand the past in their own
way. The key difference between the collector and the archaeologist lies in their respective
methods. The main tools of an archaeologist are those of excavation and subsequent laboratory
analysis. Sometimes painstaking efforts are taken to analyze the seemingly mundane or visually
unimpressive. Not all archaeological work can be utilized to create impressive displays in
museums, but the work is not about the spectacle. The goal is to find out as much as can be
possibly discovered, while simultaneously working under constant constraints regarding time,
technology, budget, and other such factors. Impressive artifacts are certainly unearthed but they
are not examined to the exclusion of all others and they are very rarely examined without noting
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the context of their discovery or their association (i.e., relationship to other artifacts and features
present).
Many private historical collectors are markedly different from archaeologists in their
methods. They are not working a site in which every item and every piece of evidence should be
considered, but have assembled a collection representing their own individual tastes regarding
the past. A collector has complete control over what he or she adds to their collection. Any
framework present for collecting is of the collector’s own design. Items are frequently acquired
out of their initial context and are purchased or otherwise acquired from a variety of sources.
Frequently, these items are eye catching or otherwise appealing to the collector and are
conducive to being shown to other likewise interested individuals.
Where conflict can arise between the two groups is in their different approaches.
Archaeologists may be viewed by collectors as elitist or as examining details too mundane to be
of any practical interest. Collectors could be accused of contributing to the removal of items
from their initial context or otherwise damaging the archaeological record or ‘hording’ elements
of history for their own personal enjoyment. It is certain that a number of archaeological sites
have been looted and continue to be looted. Many of these looted items wind up in the
possession of often wealthy private individuals. This certainly can be easily viewed as
wrongdoing and as denying the world access to the full knowledge that such items could have
provided.
However, as is the case with the collection being examined here, some of these
collections contain some of the best preserved and best represented artifacts (in terms of
variation) of a collected type. Furthermore, many private collections contain no looted items and
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are actively preserved and kept safe from decay. Collections can reach immense sizes (Figure #)
as individuals dedicate a good portion of their lives to acquiring items to add to their collections.

Figure 1. A view of the main building that houses this study’s collection.

Private collections are excellent resources that can be utilized in examining
archaeological sites with associated material culture. What makes a private collection different
from an assemblage recovered from an archaeological site is that collections are comprised not
of items that were discarded and left behind, but rather items that were saved and preserved for a
variety of reasons. We cannot rebuild households from these collections, nor even determine
what an average ‘toolkit’ for an activity was. My intentions are not to reconstruct the material
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culture of an ‘average’ turn of the century Wisconsin farmer, but to examine the items in my
grandfather’s collection to glean what I can about life during their time period of use.
The collector’s eye frequently causes him to gather the unique and obscure. Types
previously unknown or unusual to the collector are typically the first to be snatched up. Thus,
collections are excellent for examining what variation existed in the past. A wrench is not always
just a wrench, but each can be incredibly different from each other. My goal is not only to take
note of variation, but to utilize primary sources and collectors guides to explain the tremendous
variation reflected in a private collection.
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BACKGROUND
“Sometimes you find yourself grabbing on to a bit of the past when
you feel like time is slipping away.”
-LaVerne Hintzman (2012)
Beginnings of Farming in Southern Wisconsin
At the turn of the twentieth century, the landscape of southern Wisconsin was a rather different
place. Lands that today stretch into an almost endless vista of corn and soybean fields remained
largely unbroken, untamed. Thick prairies and throngs of trees gave the land a patchwork
appearance, as the initial farmers continued to expand already established fields. For decades, the
now comparably slow expansion had worn away at the landscape, replacing it with the results of
agricultural endeavors. Small homes, sheds, barns, and silos increasingly dotted the horizon, as
plots were doled out to new entrants.
The men and women that worked these plots lived in a world that has now largely faded.
While separated from us in time, by only one hundred years or so, life contained a great deal of
contrasting features. Hard work, viewed as virtue today, was more of an assumption, an
expectation. Independence and ingenuity were both required, as the rural setting meant that help
may be some distance away. Farmers were not just farmers, they were mechanics, veterinarians,
welders, builders, blacksmiths, and versed in all sorts of repairs. One such man was my great
grandfather, Arthur William Hintzman.
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Figure 2. Article regarding Arthur Hintzman’s mechanical prowess. Unknown publication.

A Brief History of the Hintzman Farm
Born in 1900, Arthur Hintzman worked his 177 acre plot of land that had been purchased by his
father Clifford Hintzman in 1909, until his death in 1952. Aside from carrying out most of the
tasks associated with running a farm, he dedicated himself to other areas of industry and the
community. He ran a repair shop of sorts out of his workshop. The man was reported to be able
to fix just about anything. Aside from carrying out much of the needed repairs for local farmers,
he converted approximately one hundred Dodge trucks into tractors and sold them for a profit
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(Figure 2). While he was farming and carrying out these repairs, he also served as the treasurer
on the local school board, president of the local cheese factory, and he formed the areas first
rural firefighting association.
Upon his death in 1952, his farm was left to his daughter and two sons. One of his sons,
LaVerne Hintzman would go on to assume his father’s mantle and run the farm. LaVerne had
picked up a great deal from his father, and transitioned into the role very smoothly. He carried on
the virtues of hard work, independence, and dedication that had been instilled in him by his
father. This man, my grandfather, still lives on the same farm to this day, having retired from
farming the fields himself in 2008.

Figure 3. View of the Hinztman farm. Copied from family records. 1913.
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Figure 4. Farm record documenting the size and contents of the Hintzman Farm. 1913.
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The Collector and the Collection
After having farmed for decades, LaVerne suffered a heart attack in 1980. Since his father died
from a similar episode, LaVerne took a moment to examine his life. His recovery took time and
slowed him down. He found himself with more free time, being unable to carry out tasks that
required former physical exertion. Perhaps largely due to the memory of his father along with
this newfound free time, the man began to collect.
This collection hereafter referred to as the Hintzman Collection, started with just a few
turn of the century gas engines, but it soon compounded and grew. His visits to flea markets,
auctions, and other collectors had him traveling hundreds of miles to acquire his next piece. Soon
his engines numbered in the 70’s, but by then his collection had grown to include dozens of other
farming artifact types. He had scores of cast iron seats from horse drawn implements, thousands
of spark plugs, hundreds of wrenches, tin advertising signs, twenty-five thousand vintage
postcards, hundreds of oil tins, a half dozen antique tractors, and many other objects of interest.
Along with this collection he assembled something perhaps equally important and
impressive: knowledge. Having already been taught by his father how to do all the necessary
repairs for a farming lifestyle, he expanded what he knew into restoration work. He spent
countless hours taking apart rusted engines, cleaning up the parts, and reassembling them to
working condition. Many of the items that he owns can be taken out of their storage place and
used as if they were made yesterday. This is impressive not only because knowledge of these
items is an increasingly rare trait, but also because the collection is so immense, estimated to be
40,000 items in size.
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The Collectors’ Culture
An entire community of collectors has formed around these implements of the past. LaVerne is a
member of over a dozen groups dedicated to gas engines, wrenches, spark plugs, and the like.
These gentlemen joyously share in their knowledge, offer tips on how these past items
functioned, and exchange ideas on how to keep them in good condition. These networks of
collectors span the globe in some cases, connecting hundreds of like minded individuals to a
single common goal: the preservation of the past.

Figure 5. My Grandfather and myself. 1992.

As LaVerne’s grandson (Figure 5), I have been around this collection of his and his
collecting associates my whole life. Grandpa and his ‘stuff’ has always just been a given feature
of my life and I admittedly had not seen the value of what he has until very recently. I look at his
fellow collectors and I increasingly take note of their age. Both my grandparents have repeatedly
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expressed that it seems that they go to a funeral every other week. I realize now that I am
witnessing the passing of a generation of our culture.
When all of these men and women are gone, what knowledge will we be left with? Many
of these items that they have collected and restored had formerly been left to rot and rust in the
middle of fields or in decrepit buildings. Without their efforts, their passion for the items of their
childhood and of their parents, we would have been left with almost no objects reminiscent of
this farming culture. When they are gone, we will be left with all of these items, but a severely
reduced scope of their worth, knowledge to maintain them, or ability to judge their significance
to the lives of these people. Our direct living and breathing link to the past that we can actively
speak to and interact with is rapidly fading. The time to look at these collections is now; while
we can still speak with their curators.

METHODOLOGY
It would have been impossible to analyze every single item in the Hintzman Collection, so I
selected three categories of artifacts to examine. These categories were selected based upon
discussions with my grandfather, how numerous the items were in the collection, how much
could be said about the categories (in terms of what knowledge my grandfather possessed and
what historical/collector documentation was available to me), and what they can show us about
farming life. Samples within each category were not selected based upon some mathematical
formula, but with the purpose of demonstrating the variation within that category. Variation was
selected for by simple visual inspection of all the artifacts in a category and picking out each
item that somehow demonstrated difference. Spotting variation was a rather either task with this
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collection, and almost all the items that I examined were hanging on full display. With my
grandfather’s assistance, I marked and later photographed artifacts that encompassed the main
spectrum of variation within a given category.
Initial investigations with over a dozen categories of artifacts proved too unwieldy and
cumbersome to draw any concise conclusions from. My solution was to trim down my categories
leaving just three categories of examination: corn huskers, spark plugs, and wrenches with
various subcategories. This made my research far more manageable as I could now spend more
time getting into detail on more specific topics. In examining these artifact categories, my key
focus became examining the variation present in each category and how collections such as these
are just about perfect for examining variation in the past. The vast majority of collectors do not
want to acquire the exact same item over and over, but seemingly have an eye for the unique, the
different, and the rare. Thus, in the case of extensive collections, one can expect to see at the
very least a good sample of the variation that existed in the past. I then moved on to make
connections on how such examinations of variation within such collections can be useful in the
discipline of archaeology.
I examined this topic with repeated visits to my grandfather’s and the collection to
conduct repeated interviews, examine the items hands on, and to photograph selected samples to
document the variation present. I selected these samples with the assistance of my grandfather, as
he knows his collection best. As mentioned, I opted to select a sample based upon a more guided
and informed selection. Everything that I learned from interviewing my grandfather I attempted
to verify using various collectors resources such as collectors guides, collectors organization
publications, and limited publications based on these items. However, for many of these items,
only minimal information was available in published collectors’ literature.
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Many collectors guides either present a great deal of purely identification information in
which a picture of the tool is included alongside its name and perhaps manufacturing company or
are articles written about specific items within a collections. Thus, one either receives only
cursory information useful for identifying the item which can lead to what its most likely
associated task was in the past or very detailed accounts of very specific items that may or may
not be present in a personal collection or on an archaeological site. Some supplemental readings
simply give a list of companies and the part numbers of all the wrenches that they manufactured
(Wrathbone 1999).
The written material utilized for the purpose of examining this collection was mainly
used to give the proper name and category to items that were examined and to make a likely
connection to their associated function. What is frequently lacking in these collectors guides is
how these tools were used. For example: it became simple to identify a wrench that was
considered to be an adjustable wrench alongside identifying the source of its variation using
collectors’ literature. However, in order to understand how the tool actually functioned and how
a human being would physically operate and manipulate that tool, my grandfather’s
demonstration and knowledge proved to be my key source of information. Once again, these are
items that he is intimately familiar with, as he would have worked with them from childhood. Of
course, after collection around forty corn huskers, two thousand spark plugs, and an
undetermined but likely amounting to be in thousands number of wrenches, it is unlikely that he
would have worked with and been exposed to every type present in the collection. But with his
decades of experience interfacing with fellow collectors, he has added a great deal to his own
humble background. Collecting is very much a social experience and knowledge is exchanged
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freely and easily. Many previous gaps in his knowledge regarding these items would have been
filled in these subsequent decades of experience.
Numerically, sample sizes varied according to their category and how much variation
was spotted. While all data should be quantified in some way, noting the frequency of a given
artifact type or the frequency of a given variant form within a category may not prove anything
about that item. These collections are selected based upon the whims of the collector and while
they may represent a great distribution of the varied forms of the past, it is difficult to determine
if the frequency of a given type of tool accurately represents the true frequency of the past.
Therefore, whenever a specific number is mentioned referring to a certain item or type within the
Hintzman Collection, it is not safe to assume that this number tells us about the distribution or
frequency of the item in the past. This is especially true if one keeps in mind that as collectors
get increasingly interested in the more ‘high-end’ and rare forms of an artifact that rare is often
equivalent to a past failure or limited production. Both failure tools and limited or locally
produced items would have been made in far less quantities and thus now be more rare and likely
expensive to acquire.
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CORN HUSKERS

Figure 6. A likely chronology of corn huskers.
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I examined a dozen corn huskers as a part of this project to emphasize a number of points. While
all hand-held corn huskers perform the same task, they vary greatly in terms of material and
appearance (Figure 6). Corn huskers can be separated into the categories of pegs/pins, hooks,
mitts, or gloves. Pegs/pins are typically thin and pointed bone, wooden, or metal ‘blades’ with
some sort of leather strap that would loop around one, two, or three fingers. Hooks are blades
that are typically positioned near the palm of the hand and curved to appear as hooks. Mitts and
gloves are differentiated by if one appears to be more mitten shaped with only the thumb free
from the other four fingers or if one is more gloved shape with each finger in its own
compartment. Half gloves were also made and became rather popular (Meredith 1938). This
variability is largely due to experimentation and innovation over time as different individuals
came up with new and unique ideas for increasing the efficiency or safety of the tool.

Figures 7 & 8. A bone peg and wooden peg examples of corn huskers

Early examples of corn huskers were often made of bone (Figure 7) or wood (Figure 8) and were
either made or purchased by the users. Later huskers were comprised of metal blades with leather
straps to secure them to the hand (Figure #), and sometimes the blades were attached to entire
gloves (Figure #) to likely protect the hand and improve grip.
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Figures 9 & 10. Two types of metal peg huskers. Different leather ties to fingers.

Figure 11. Corn husker: “The Boss”

Corn huskers were used to do just that: husk corn. The blade or pointed end was inserted
under the husk and a quick pulling motion would rip the husk off. All of the corn huskers that are
part of this collection are made for hand-held individual use. Other sources of variation included
mitts or gloves built for left-handed individuals (figure 12) and the manufacturing of what was a
(according to LaVerne) rather popular type of corn husker labeled “the boss” (figure 11).
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Figure 12. Left hander husker

As is clear in Figure 6, corn huskers vary a great deal in terms of appearance, though the
function remains singular – to remove husks from corn. In its entire chronological sequence that
can be viewed here (Figure 6), its function never changes. However, one unfamiliar with the
object may not have known to group all these items together, not knowing what task the artifact
was meant to perform. Even though these items were utilized extensively only a short time ago,
they appear incredibly foreign to those who never used them. Having a collection such as this
could prove invaluable as a reference in identifying otherwise deemed ‘bizarre’ artifacts whose
purpose may not be immediately obvious.
It is worth mentioning that in constant searches for sources regarding this artifact type
that very few resources were available. The two articles found that even make useful reference to
corn huskers contained no pictures and very little description of corn huskers. The first article
mentioned the different terms that I could then easily apply to the different corn husker types
once I became familiar with the artifact type. The second article (Iseminger 1997) described in
what context corn huskers were used in the past (in the case of this article- corn husking
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competitions in North Dakota) but again provided no actual description of the artifact in
question. This is in no way a critique on either of these two articles as they were more-so
focusing on the terms associated with corn husking and the actual events/culture that came into
play around corn huskers. The point here is that this represents an artifact that we do have
mention of in the historical record but this mention comes with very little documentation of the
artifact itself. Even after familiarizing oneself with the reading available about past corn huskers,
one may still be unable to identify an actual corn husker. One or two might be present in a
museum, but it is likely exceptionally rare to have so many together representing all the forms
that were present in the past.
.
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SPARK PLUGS

Figure 13. Display cases housing about half of LaVerne’s spark plug collection.
The next category is spark plugs, or more specifically, “take apart spark plugs”. I photographed
around forty of these plugs, trying to find at least two or three examples of each type of variation.
These were the first spark plugs to be introduced into the United States, largely replacing the
igniter with their introduction in 1905. They are referred to as “take apart plugs” because one
could disassemble them, clean them up, and restore them to working condition if they ever
fouled (became corroded/dirty). These were largely replaced in the increasingly industrial mass
produced era leading up to and during World War II. The subsequent spark plugs, which are still
used today, can be referred to as throw away plugs, as they are a single piece that cannot be
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taken apart and repaired. When they go bad, a replacement has to be purchased. This trend likely
could be applied to other past artifact types that are still present today as we decreasingly become
a “do it yourself” society.
Take apart spark plugs varied in a number of ways. The key source of variation in spark
plugs are the various attempted innovations that past people experimented with. Spark plugs had
just been introduced in the early 1900s, and there was a rush to see who could produce the most
useful and thus profitable type, making a name for themselves within the industry. Patents
simply exploded during this time for spark plugs, as each company or individual who invented a
new type did so by tweaking already existing types (McManus 2006). These various forms are
frequently referred to as gadget or gimmick types by collectors, depending on if the collector
believes the concept behind the plug was ridiculous or not.
These gimmicks come in six main types: 1) primer plugs that allowed small additions of
fuel into the cylinder for easy starting; 2) quick detachables that could be easily removed without
tools for quick cleaning; 3) double end plugs that could be flipped when one end fouled; 4)
breathing plugs designed to allow cool air to be drawn over the hot porcelain to burn off
deposits; 5) coil plugs that combined both the plug and the coil into a single piece; and 6)
intensifier plugs that had a second adjustable firing gap which was said to make the plug fire
hotter and longer (McManus 2010). To my knowledge, none of these gimmicks have been
manufactured since the 1930s and they represent forms that most of us in the modern day would
be entirely unfamiliar with.
Another source of variation present is the labeling on the spark plugs. This labeling is
frequently either stamped or otherwise inked onto the white porcelain part of the plug. In only
cases of truly wonderful preservation would this labeling have survived in an archaeological
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context. However, if a spark plug has been maintained or curated by an individual who has
knowledge of the somewhat fragile labeling, there is a good chance that this label has survived. It
also seems likely that if a spark plug was left in an engine that was deposited somewhere on the
farmland or in a dump that the surrounding metal of the engine may have kept the plug safe from
the more damaging effects of time and weathering. Labeling can also occur on the metal portion
of a spark plug, but this is less common.
Labels are frequently the names of companies who are manufacturing the spark plugs.
Some of these spark plugs represented enormous companies that produced a great deal of plugs.
Both the Champion and AC brand of spark plugs were picked up by major automotive
companies and still manufacture spark plugs today (McPherson 2009). Many other
manufacturers were not so lucky, as they either eventually went out of business or were bought
up by larger companies. Spark plugs were not that difficult for some people to make and there
are plenty still out there that contain labels from small, locally run businesses. In some of these
cases, a certain plug may have been made by just a few people working in a workshop or perhaps
even just a singular individual who was trying to enter the business. However, if one can unearth
company records or be lucky enough to find a plug with a label that mentions a certain city/town
of manufacture, one could potentially link that plug to a specific company (large or small),
region/locality, or perhaps even individual. LaVerne also mentioned the possibility of some
spark plugs being labeled with the name of the business to which they had been sold, but I don’t
believe I have any of those present in my photographed sample.
Size could also vary on spark plugs according to the size of the socket that each was
meant to be screwed into. Thus spark plugs could vary in terms of ‘girth’. There are a few spark
plugs that were manufactured with a specific engine in mind, such as the Cadillac plug, which
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was a double plug (Figure #) manufactured specific for usage in Cadillac cars (mentioned in the
other category). However, without having most of the associated engines present for these plugs
and not having the proper knowledgeable background to take the precise measurements that
would have been required to tie these plugs to specific engines. This potentially could be a study
within itself.

Figure 14. Cadillac spark plug.
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Figures 15-18. Various forms of primer plugs

Primer Plugs
Primer plugs can vary in several ways. The actual location of the primer can be on either
the side of the plug, the top, or in some cases there can be several primers located on the plug.
These primers frequently vary in appearance as well, as the two primers in Figures 16 & 17 look
distinctly different from Figures 15 and 18. Even with the variance in appearance, each primer
plug would have held the same supposed advantage of adding additional fuel to the cylinder for
easy starting. It cannot be said which one of these plugs would have been the most effective
without testing each one out in a fitting machine. The primer plug in Figure 15 is also an
intensifier plug, demonstrating the combination of two gimmick/gadget ideas.
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Figures 19 & 20. Quick detachable spark plugs
Quick Detachable Plugs
There were two observed types of quick detachables: the first variant had a release lever
on one side (figure 19) and the second variant had a large wing nut that could easily be twirled
loose by hand (figure 20). It is likely that these additional attachments of levers and wing nuts
would have limited the potential engines that these spark plugs could have easily fit into. The
previous examples of primers required their priming portion to be constantly exposed or at the
very least easily accessible for priming as needed. It would seem to be the case that one would
not need to quickly detach a spark plug as often as one would desire to prime the engine. Fouling
of the plug would have been an issue with extended uses of the associated engine, as it is still an
issue today, but it would not have been as frequent of an issue as an engine that needed to be
frequently primed with each start-up.
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Figures 21 & 22. Double ended plugs

Double Ended Plugs
Very little needs to be explained about double ended plugs as they are rather selfexplanatory by title alone and held little variance. Every double ended plug was designed with
two functional ends so the plug could be easily flipped over and returned to use if one end
fouled. Regarding the two plugs pictured above (Figures 21 & 22) the only real differences
between the two are the sizes of the plugs (as one has a greater “girth” than the other to fit into a
different sized socket) and the label regarding the manufacturer.
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Figures 23 & 24. Vented Plugs.
Vented Plugs
Vented/breathing plugs all contain hole(s) of some sort to allow cool air to flow into the
plug that would potentially clear off some deposits on the plug. Different companies appear to
have utilized this strategy in different ways as Molla brand plugs had multiple holes scattered
across both the metal and porcelain portions of the plug while the Barney Google brand would
only feature a single small hole towards the bottom of the plug. One might imagine that the
larger multiple holes in the Molla plug may allow too much additional dirt and moisture to enter
the plug.
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Figures 25-27. Vented spark plugs.

Intensifier Plugs
Intensifier plugs allowed for an individual to adjust the spark plug’s sparking ability.
Generally speaking, if the spark was larger, the force created inside the piston was larger. This
would thus lead to an engine that ran faster or put out more power. The spark could also be
adjusted to be weaker, for the opposite effect on the engine. Intensifiers were observed to come
in three types. In the first (Figure 25), the adjustable connection was housed within a glass
window within the spark plug. This allowed for a certain degree of protection. The second
variety (Figure 26) had the connection exposed and would have been more easily adjusted due to
ease of access. The last type (Figure 27) had the intensifier as an attachable part that could be
hooked onto a spark plug to adjust its spark.
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Figures 28-29. Coil spark plug and close up of the coil.
Coil Plugs
The final common variation is that of the coil plug. Plugs considered to be coil plugs
largely looked the same, as the gadget/gimmick here was to combine the previously separate coil
onto the actual body of the spark plug itself.
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WRENCHES

Figure 30. One of LaVerne’s display walls featuring wrenches.
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While wrenches easily demonstrate the greatest variation among the three tool types that I am
examining, the source of their variation was based on four key variables. The first is the matter
of technological change through time. The wrenches I examined as a part of this collection come
from different points in history. During part of this time, the technology was still evolving and
shifting, and different wrench types can reflect this change in time. The order in which I present
the wrench categories is roughly in order of their appearance in history. Much of this change
over time can be explained by constantly changing mechanical technology combined with new
ideas on improving then already existing techniques.
The second source of variation is the function of the wrench. Even if two wrenches are
contemporaneous with each other, one may vary wildly from the other. The simplest explanation
for this is that wrenches have and still are employed in a great variety of tasks. Each wrench type
is typically catered to a specific use. These uses are described within each wrench subcategory.
The third source of variation in turn-of-the-century wrench form is patent acquisition
(Synder 1990). It seems to not always be the case that a new form of an already established tool
comes out to meet an established need but is introduced in the hopes that it catches on and makes
a name/capital for the inventor. As with spark plugs, there was a great deal of wrench patents
during the turn of the century, especially during times where wrench types were transitioning to a
new form. In order to secure a patent, an individual would have to demonstrate a noticeably
different feature on their tool that was not simply a carbon copy of an already established brand
or name. Undoubtedly, a number of very silly ideas for a practical wrench came from this period,
especially when examining adjustable wrenches.
The fourth source of variation comes from the user of the wrench. As can be viewed in
Figures 31, two wrenches of the exact same manufacturer and part number can end up looking
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rather different from each other. The jaws of the wrench on the left are open far wider than the
jaws of the right wrench. The right wrench also appears to have suffered more weather and rust
related damage. Both are clearly tools designed for the same purpose, but their use has altered
their present appearance.

Figure 31. Two of the same wrench with different patterns of wear/weathering.

Variation can also exist from individual labeling of tools. Figure 32 features the handle of
a small adjustable alligator wrench with the letters C LAMB impressed onto it. C LAMB likely
represents that owner and is a fairly common characteristic of such tools. People today still label
their possessions for a variety of reasons: from a desire to have their possessions not be stolen, to
pride, or they are in fact signing their name as the maker as in the hand forged wrench labeled
A.S. in Figure 33.
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Figure 32. Wrench labeled with owner’s name of “C. LAMB”.

Figure 33. Close up of hand forged wrench likely initialed “A.S.” by the forger.
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Alligator Wrenches

Figures 34 & 35. Typical and ‘Tiger-Grip’ alligator wrenches.
Alligator wrenches represent one of the earliest wrench forms in the United States, becoming
popular soon after the Civil War when square bolts were far more common than hexagonal
(Synder 1990). Compared to modern-day and even immediately following wrenches, they are
rather crude or cumbersome. They were developed with ‘jaws’ containing ‘teeth’ to fit a wide
variety of not yet entirely standardized bolts. As my grandfather is fond of saying they’d “do
well in a pinch” but any other type would likely be preferable. While they are able to fit a greater
variety of nuts and bolts, the grip will never be as good as with other wrench types and
repeatedly using this wrench on a bolt or nut would increase the chance of stripping that nut or
bolt down to the point that it became unusable. Alligator wrenches do hold the advantage of
being able to fit a great variety of bolts and would have been could to carry as a single wrench
out into the field.
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Figure 36. Two different sized adjustable alligator wrenches.

Different sized alligator wrenches were developed to fit different sized bolts. A number
of companies and individuals also seemingly experimented with adjustable alligator wrenches as
well, to maximize how many bolts a single wrench could fit. The couple of alligator wrenches in
figure 36 are examples of one such experiment, where a bar could be moved in to hold another
adjustable teeth edge in place, changing the gape of the wrench’s ‘jaw’. Earlier alligator
wrenches typically could not be adjusted and were a single piece of metal (Figure 34). Others
were able to fold out and be gripped together in the palm to secure firmly to a bolt (Figure 35).
Size of course varied as well in accordance to what size of bolt needed to be adjusted.
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Implement Wrenches

Figures 37-40. Different examples of implement wrenches.
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What differentiates implement wrenches from other wrench forms is that they were developed
specifically to be sold with various horse drawn implements and they had no moveable parts.
Rather similar to the toolkits that come with modern day assemble-yourself furniture or
electronics, these implement wrenches were all one would need to maintain all the separate
pieces of an implement. These implement wrenches would frequently feature a number of
different heads and openings to fit all the different parts of the implement that they came with.
There would also frequently be a small hole or opening that was meant to hang the implement
from a hook on the back of an implement. Implement wrenches will vary based upon the
manufacturing company and the implement that they are sold with. Later implement wrenches
began to resemble some un-adjustable wrenches that we see today as they became to come in
more standardized shapes and sizes (Figure 37) (Wrathbone 1999).
As told by LaVerne, hardly any of horse drawn implements that these wrenches would
have been associated with survived to today. As tractors increasingly replaced horses, farmers
would have had zero use for these horse drawn implements in farming. Tractors allowed for
farmers to tend to all the tasks associated with their fields in much less time and far more
efficiently. Many of these horse drawn implements were left out in the elements to deteriorate or
rust away but most were eventually sold for scrap. World War II directly led to the rise in the
price of scrap metal, as the war effort increased the demand for iron and steel. Seeing the
opportunity to make a profit on now useless machinery and likely motivated by a certain degree
of patriotism, many farmers scrapped the implements. In many cases, these wrenches may be the
only remnant that we have of such implements. Since each wrench is frequently unique to the
implement that it was sold with alongside boldly containing the company’s name, it is entirely
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possible to figure out what sort of implement was being used at a site if just the implement
wrench is found.

Adjustable Wrenches
Adjustable wrenches easily demonstrate the greatest degree of variation especially when it comes
to variation as a result of pursuing a patent. If any one of these categories could be a study within
itself, adjustable wrenches would be the most likely candidate. If a wrench is adjustable, it fits
into the rather broad category of having moving parts with the purpose of fitting different bolt
sizes or conforming to fit into difficult or cumbersome workspaces. Both alligator wrenches and
the next category of silo hoop wrenches can potentially fit into the adjustable wrench category as
long as they fit the mentioned criteria. Adjustable wrenches have proven to be highly successful,
as they are still the wrench of choice in almost every wrench related task today. Both alligator
and implement style wrenches have not entirely disappeared however, as one can still buy an
alligator wrench from most hardware stores and implement wrenches still exist in some form
today although they are no longer applied to the now absent horse drawn implement. The
wrenches included in this study however represent some of the first used adjustable wrenches
that were introduced in the early 1900s or in some cases, at the very end of the 1800s. Even with
this somewhat temporally concentrated selection, the variation present could likely fill up a
document of equal length and likely be a topic even longer than measuring spark plugs to tie
them to specific engines. The broadest forms of variations are discussed below.
In terms of gimmick/gadget ideas implemented for patent acquisition, attention seemed to
focus on changes to the adjusting component of adjustment wrenches. It seemed that everyone
had an idea for how a wrench could more easily be adjusted and how to ensure that adjustment
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held in place while work was being done. Some of these ideas can easily be distinguished as
rather foolhardy and were undoubtedly failures. Such as in Figures 41 and 42/43.

Figure 41. A set of double-headed adjustable wrenches

Figures 42 & 43. A likely failure of an adjustable with a highly exposed adjustable portion.
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Figure 41 represents a set of wrenches that attempted to fit all sorts of sizes of bolts and
held the supposed advantage of having two wrench heads on each wrench. The issue with these
wrenches however is that when using one head on a bolt, the other head presses rather painfully
into your palm. In just seeing a picture of these wrenches, that may not be readily apparent. But
by having the hands on experience with such a collection and actually being able to handles these
tools, one can begin to see flaws and disadvantages that might not be otherwise obvious. Such is
not the case in the wrench depicted in Figure 42 with its adjustable portion featured in Figure 43.
One can slide a metal piece up and down the wrench to adjust the jaw size. Mechanically, this
works by having a spiral that spins inside of the wrench which moves the jaw. However, this
spiral is entirely exposed and contains very little gap. Thus, dirt or grime could easily get into
this wrench during what is frequently dirty work and render the adjustment portion entirely
useless. LaVerne stated that it took him quite some time to get this wrench to actually move
again. He likely had to soak it in machine oil for years to get the parts in motion again.
To summarize some of forms that adjustable wrenches take, Figures 43-46 can be
examined. In Figure 43, a number of crescent wrenches are depicted. These can range greatly in
size and are still frequently utilized today to adjust bolts on all sorts of projects ranging from
auto maintenance to putting together an outdoor grill. Figure 44 depicts a monkey wrench which
is today frequently used in plumbing and was also in the past, but also was utilized on pipes
contained within various engines of the past that would have required a mix of fuel and water
systems to both power and cool the engine. Figure 45 depicts a tiny 4 inch wrench/hammer
combination that would have been used to open and close small crates of goods that would have
been delivered and shipped out in small wooden boxes. Figure 46 represents a rather bizarre
form of adjustable wrench that was utilized to remove horse buggy wheels from their axels in
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order to grease them. It could be taken apart into three parts, and also contains a screwdriver in
the handle.

Figures 43 & 44. Crescent wrenches and a small monkey wrench.

Figures 45 & 46. A wrench used on small crates and a wrench used on buggy wheels.
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Silo Hoop Wrenches

Figure 47. Eight Silo Hoop Wrenches
Silo hoop wrenches show the least variation of all the wrench types examined. LaVerne
owns about two dozen, which is a small number compared to his other wrenches. Photographing
eight of them together was enough to show the little variance. This is due to the fact that they
were created to perform a single and specific function. Silos in the late 1800s and early 1900s
were constructed with large vertical planks of wood that were bound together in a circle with
metal rings arranged at regular intervals. At the point where this ring joined together on one side
of the silo, a heavy bolt held it in place. This bolt was screwed in using a silo hoop wrench
(McManus 2008). Silo hoop wrenches look largely the same (Figure 47) with straight and
narrow bodies and large heads to accommodate the large bolts. Different wrenches were made to
fit different sized and shaped bolts (square or hexagon). A few of the wrenches in this collection
had removable heads that could be replaced with different sized heads. The most unique silo
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hoop wrench (Figure 48) could be adjusted so a metal prong would hold its internal gear-like
mechanism in place, so the wrench could ratchet.

Figure 48. Adjustable Silo Hoop Wrench
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CONCLUSIONS
Now, all of these descriptions of variation are well and good, but most importantly: what does
this mean to the discipline of archaeology? Both wrenches and spark plugs can be incredibly
specific in terms of both their intended use and area of use. This was an age of patent acquisition,
so everyone with the ability to make a unique tool could acquire a patent. In some cases, a patent
holder may only be able to manufacture a few items a day as they were limited to the conditions
of their small business and only be able to sell locally. In order to have a patent, a tool had to be
demonstrably different from other similar tools. Thus, knowing that there can be literally
thousands of slight variations on tools that could be otherwise very similar, such collections as
my grandfathers become invaluable as reference collections. The collector seeks out the unique
and rare, and in this case, likely has an excellent representation of past forms. Tools with little
historical record may be present in such collections. And even if they are not present in one
collection, that collector would likely know of a fellow collector who does possess such an item.
There are already established networks of knowledge regarding these artifact types. There
are men and women with decades of experience studying and collecting these items who possess
a more intimate knowledge of them than likely most anyone in the archaeological discipline.
These are largely individuals who grew up with some of these items and began to collect them
later in life. They have formed countless organizations around collecting implement seats,
wrenches, spark plugs, gas engines, tractors, and dozens of other historical artifact types. The
vast majority of this knowledge is being completely unutilized by the archaeological discipline.
Identification literature written by collectors is seemingly cited occasionally in Society for
Industrial Archaeology publications, but a great deal of the individual collectors have yet to be
interviewed by those within the archaeological discipline and their collections remain
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unexamined. There are certainly always efforts in archaeology to reach out to the public but in
regards to these artifact types, this represents a subject in which these collectors know more than
most archaeologists.
Archaeology is a discipline rooted in the examination of the past, but it takes place in the
present. We should utilize every possible resource we can to apply to understanding and
interpreting the past. I hope to have demonstrated here just a small slice of what can be gained by
interfacing with such collectors. Much of what I presented here I learned from a single individual
with a single collection. Imagine what we could learn, what we could apply from interfacing
with thousands of networked collectors who possess collections of equal size and quality. We
study the past, but we do so in order to preserve it for the future. Time slips away and we grab a
hold of what we can, just as these private collectors do. Working together simply makes sense.
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